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P O E M S by Claire Avisar

GIRL,
UNDER
CONSTRUCTION
I F YO U W E R E A B AT H & B O DY WO R K S CA N D L E
you would read:
notes of
Malibu, toaster waffles
and rooftops
painted in allspice
late-night Italian
samba and whisky stones
balconies covered in ice
sparklers
on her birthday cake
the grape shots
they serve at Tokyo
and glasses of Prosecco
that turn into five
an empty chair
at Christmukkah dinner
(insert the faint reminder of a bad decision)
your first
menthol cigarette
what is supposedly your last
menthol cigarette
shards of glass
against fingertips
the happiness that is
standing alone
on St. Laurent street at 1am
with a new copy of George Orwell
in frozen hands
premature loss
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QUEEN CALAMITY
if all babies are born
of angel whispers
drawn by plump curls
and with plush words
that echo like an ocean breeze
then I must be by a different name
who is it that painted me?
which heavy hand broke
the broad-stroked brush?
perhaps Michaelangelo
had he known that beach
would have mixed me a dark red,
for I was conceived at winter’s edge
when wandering waters
grew heavy for the shore
christened by collision
still I rise
so quietly on Saturdays in June
and still I climb to worship my mother
for housing and weathering the storm
in her stone cold pews
still damp from morning prayer
I sit and ask of the sea
if she knows why tranquility
(my own sister)
has never been a friend to me

FROM THE FIRE ESCAPE
There is warmth
in stone and concrete,
the blue
blackish
hue of frost-bitten streets.
Less like the cottage
marble countertops,
more like lusty
gravel is to apple cheeks.
If not from his heart
there is always blood
which flows from the lips
of the alleyway
outside the apartment.
Windows shatter,
white paint chips.
7

P O E T R Y by Rosie Long Decter

ballooning
while you rise i
pull my arms round
thumb inside index, rolling angles over
voice like a roof
2 am in texas waiting for an uber
you steal sidewalk from my feet,
or at the bottom of the lauder stairs
threatening to climb
if i hit a low soft decibel
i can keep you
midair, maybe
there are days your texts
flood my stomach,
ballooning,
and i grow into them:
inbox as a body as a house
there are others that stay calm,
let frequencies fall,
like us holding still last august
throats even with heat
over the years i gather
a few of you and each time
ask about the lift,
waiting for the turn
each time you pause and linger
enough to wrap a leg around;
so i curve until we sleep,
voice like a roof and you
standing over it
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A R T W O R K by Natacha Gagné
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« J’aimerais connaître. Grolier limitée Éditions, Montréal. 1974 »
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P O E T R Y by Danica Smith

RETROSPECT
Sometimes it is the life
you walk valleys through
rather than climb peaks for
that are better for you;
easier on your lungs,
heavy with the weight
of the altitude and regret.
(Oh yes,
the view can bring you
down to your knees
and you can feel pride
in your palms
for having the strength
to scale mountains
despite the blood
but what if
you chose
the flowers?)
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P O E T R Y by Ilona Martonfi

GESSO (DAUGHTER)
Seventeen years Ma lives here, a studio loft. Nine foot ceilings. Downtown Shaughnessy Village,
Montreal. Third floor, elevator, balcony. She still has the unframed blue nude oil I painted, the year
she left Pa. “I don’t like my earlier work,” I’d tell her. “I’ll gesso over it. Use the canvas again.” White
is never ours, never something we do;
sunlight stripped bare. Concrete walls. Hardwood floors. Ask us: “Don’t you miss home? A house,
apple trees, raspberries, pink wild roses. Do you know why I paint on washi paper?” Eldest sister’s
shuttered story. Big ill body. Glassy-eyed psychiatric ward. Excavated from the fabric of a photograph. Plum-purple collage. A girl playing acoustic guitar. Songs on Zoloft drugs. Ma still hoards her
long silk taffeta wedding dress. White gloves. Tulle veil. Pearl necklace.
—Excerpt, You Don’t Bring Me Flowers To The Psychiatric Ward: A Memoir
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N O N - F I C T I O N by Oliver Lim

I

THE QUEST OF
A N AG N O ST I C CAT H O L I C

’ve always wondered what happens to our consciousness when we’re unconscious. Despite
being unconscious when we’re asleep, our
mind doesn’t stop working. Studies suggest that
we dream every time we’re asleep, and that during
our whole night or day’s sleep, on average we spend
about two hours doing it.
A lot has been said about the human brain – its
functions and how to enhance them, how to treat it
when there’s injury or trauma – all sorts of different stuff. But there isn’t one particular study that explains the significance of dreaming. Imagine waking
up from a nightmare: there’s a feeling of exhaustion
and you think to yourself, “It felt so real!” But if you
don’t wake up remembering your dream, you might
think it never happened. If science is to be taken
into account, your brain goes through the same cycle every time you’re asleep. It gets busy even when
you don’t realize it’s working.
I have the same question about death: what happens to our consciousness when we die? Does it vanish forever? No one really knows, except those who
have been pronounced dead and have then woken
up. They could tell you where their mind, or possibly their body took them. Some vividly describe
their out- of-body experience, how they watched
their own body being treated by medical professionals. What if those accounts were actually real occurrences? Could it be possible that your consciousness
lingers after you die, the same way that your mind
takes you places when you dream, only this time,
your dream becomes your reality and you wouldn’t
have any recollection of your past life?
If you think about it, everything in the universe is
made up of the same particle – the very particle that
makes up you, the air around you, the stars or even
the computer or mobile phone you come face-toface with every day. When someone dies, the body
decomposes over time, but in theory, every bit of it
remains. A new life is created out of your decaying
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corpse: bacteria and worms flourish. Picture your
body as an iceberg – it cracks, it breaks and it melts.
But does it really disappear? The ice does. When it
is no longer in ice form, it’s no longer an iceberg. But
when icebergs melt, water levels go up. The same
particle that once made up the ice now becomes a
significant part of a body of water. Part of it is in the
air we’re breathing. It’s still with us, but in different
forms.
If that’s true with something as palpable as an
iceberg, or an erupting volcano that spreads lava on
the surface and sulfur gas across the atmosphere,
then it’s possible that our consciousness lingers forever. Scientists suggest that your consciousness remains for approximately seven minutes after your
heart stops beating. What happens after that has yet
to be known. Religion tells you only two possibilities when you die: you either end up in heaven or in
hell. Science gives you a bunch of theories that contradict that of any religion, but have yet to provide
an answer.
My own theory welcomes the idea of ‘perpetual
rebirth.’ I’m not necessarily referring to the customary belief on reincarnation, but rather, the possibility that our consciousness is made up of more than
one consciousness – that we are a combination of
different remnants of the past, that despite being
perpetually reborn, no one lives the same life more
than once.
There are times we question why our circumstances are different than others. We grieve when
losing a loved one, but there isn’t an answer science
can give you that explains why certain things happen
the way they do. Religious ideologies will simply tell
you that everything is part of God’s plan. Yet, if the
universe is infinite, then it encompasses more than a
few possibilities. In fact, it would have infinite possibilities, too. You could say the same thing if the idea
of a multiverse is put into question, because then
it would have an infinite number of possibilities as

well. If so, then it’s quite possible that you lived as a
King, a Queen, or an animal in your past lives, and
that part of your consciousness (and whole being)
once belonged to another person or persons, animal
or animals. Now, it is a part of you.
There are certain things science just can’t explain,
at least not in this lifetime. Sometimes it’s easier to
go with the flow of nature and time until you run out
of it, but it’s the realisation that this lifetime ends at
some point and you ponder what awaits you on the
other side. Or, it could be your instinctive, curious
nature that triggers your thoughts, and you begin to
question if there truly is a purpose for why you are
here. Or maybe, humans are like a bunch of mushrooms who began to flourish when the earth’s surface cooled down, and we started popping up everywhere. There isn’t really a purpose of a mushroom’s
existence, in fact, some of them are lethal, yet they
still exist.
In a scientific theory, the universe was formed
through a violent collision of atoms that caused an
explosion, and stars were created and then the planets. Earth in particular was formed like a fireball
that grew in size following several collisions. Its surface cooled down sufficient enough for life to form.
Some billions of years later, we are the modern super-dominant species who inhabit this planet, and
when nature throws a tantrum and wreaks havoc
like when a volcano erupts, causing an earthquake
and sea level to rise, we call it a calamity. We often
fail to realize that underneath the surface of this
planet is the same fireball that has always been. We
just happen to thrive on it through a series of events,
but the purpose of our existence continues to be a
mystery.
How can someone really explain what happens
after we die when no one knows exactly why life
was formed to begin with? That is, if there truly is
a purpose of one’s existence. But, if we’re made of
the same atom that collided with another atom,
and caused an explosion that created the universe,
then that makes all of us collectively a mere fraction
of a single entity. We sustain life by ingesting and
breathing the very particle that makes up humanity,
or something as profound as the stars – or as intangible as our consciousness. If so, then this ‘reality’
can very well be just as intangible as a dream, the
same way that a dream is possibly just as tangible as

what could it possibly be?
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P O E M S by Greg Santos

YOU
ENTER
AWILDERNESS
FOG-MIND
on anxiety

You enter
a wilderness.
Another flare up.
Bats in an attic,
your thoughts get locked in together,
wings jostling for importance.
You feel your heart racing,
you put your fingers to your neck,
your wrist, back to your chest.
No sign of a heartbeat.
Did it somehow sneak out of your chest,
a thief into the night?
You focus on the crack of moonlight
through the door.
Maybe your heart snuck out that way.
You somehow remember the moon is a mirror.
That thought momentarily comforting,
before your thoughts cloud over once again.
You can only wait
for this fog-mind to dissipate,
but who knows how long it will last?
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T H AT M O M E N T
My mind is doing jumping jacks.
Only my beloved, our doctor, and I know.
I am used to sending off my poems into the unknown.
They go forth like little pioneers.
But this is different.
It is the hum before the computer shuts down.
It is that moment after the movie trailers end
but before the feature presentation begins.
The exact second when the dog
spots the popcorn kernel hovering mid-air.
It is the tick before the tock,
the instant before the clock strikes midnight.
That jolt of electricity before lips first touch.
It is the moment before the line turned blue.
And again the moment before another turned blue a
second time, just to be sure.

INVISIBLE GUESTS
Alone in our apartment
I notice how quiet it really is without you.
The creak of my chair, the clicks as I type,
my breathing, the hum of the fridge:
sounds I took for granted,
amplified by your absence.
Tapping from within the walls, mice perhaps,
dull breathing of heating vents, the apartment
filling with invisible guests.
I put on Louis Armstrong and Ella Fitzgerald.
Voices of ghosts
to keep me company.
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A R T W O R K by Lea-Maraike Sambale

BODY[P]ARTS

P O E M / New Skin
https://soundcloud.com/lyrischedaumenkinos/new-skin-bodyparts
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P O E T R Y by Michael Dominic Rotondo

A WINK
FROZEN
IN TIME
A wink hallmarks the deal –
tinted eyes remained fixed,
a vivid image of mind
sealed by hot red wax.
An image I wish to conceal,
a swift peak is all it took;
it rests printed in dye.
A photograph of a wink
suspended, inside my head,
a small portion of time
framed within my being.
A wink frozen in time.
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P O E T R Y by Bini Israel

DESTINY
He, swift and poised to circumstances
Even to dicey cares unpredictable
Loomed in grief, swallowed up to curses
Very mean at heart, perplexed most unruly to cravings
Behold, He the universe strong held
Frames of creature, watches with strength, knows
Though subverted, ruined, ready against stronghold
Who knows Him, His essence, desire to save
Strayed out-frail understanding still
Arms to guide, guarding inept purpose, why live?
Hanging over him, why course, when, where of life?
String of destiny, ever to, will linger!
Wherever, Mighty hand time to fulfill
When to be, devastated but hands of faith
What a deliverer, He help to and fro send
Who, a father, lovely with hand mighty
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